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This book takes a fresh look at the objective view of chemical engineering courses. The book guides the users to enhance their 
knowledge and skills in the field of chemical 
engineering. Students will find the blend of 
academic and practical questions very helpful 
and teachers will welcome the novel way of 
testing the students by each teaser.
I understand that the special feature of the book is 
that the questions of all the exercises are based on 
real-life industrial situations in which I strongly believe the users would 
find it very handy in taking competitive exams, attending interviews 
and a ready-guide to practising professionals. This book covers most 
of the areas of chemical engineering, few subjects of food technology, 
biotechnology and other allied areas.
PROF. DATUK DR MOHD. HARUN ABDULLAH
Vice Chancellor
Universiti Malaysia Sabah
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia
December 2015
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xPREFACE
Let me express my gratitude to the readers of this book for their appreciation and overwhelming response. Their encouragement and support compelled me to publish second edition of the Teasers of Chemical Engineering 
book. This book has been written in view of the dire necessity of students and 
practising professionals of chemical engineering. The questions are innovative 
in their own way. The users would find it very handy in taking competitive 
exams, attending interviews and a ready-guide to practising professionals. 
This book covers most of the areas of chemical engineering, and other allied 
areas. Most normal textbooks used by chemical engineering, food engineering 
and biochemical engineering students are lack in adequate multiple-choice 
questions. For a better understanding of the subject, analytical ability and 
reasoning are key factors. Hence, this teasers of chemical engineering book 
would be beneficial to readers.
 I hope that the structure and content will help students to master 
this challenging material for both their exams and their subsequent chemical 
engineering profession practice. This book could, therefore, be the first of its 
kind to bear a title like Teasers of Chemical Engineering and also to give a fully 
comprehensive treatment of this topic under different brain-teasing exercises. 
One of the special features of the book is that the questions of all the exercises are 
based on real-life industrial situations. 
 All experienced teachers turn to student-generated explanations for 
the best insight into what really needs to be taught. The students over the 
years have provided me with such teaching insights through the years.
 There might be some inevitable errors which, despite all efforts may 
have escaped attention. I shall be obliged to those who point out such errors 
and suggest measures for the improvement of this book. I once again solicit 
suggestions and criticisms from our eminent readers which are the exclusive 
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